[New forceps for thoracoscopic needle biopsy].
When the diagnosis cannot be established preoperatively but malignant lung tumor is suspected, we frequently perform thoracoscopic wedge resection in order to perform rapid histodiagnosis on the specimen. If the diagnosis is malignancy, we extend the surgery to lobectomy for complete resection in many cases. However, cartridges of linear endoscopic staplers used for wedge resection are useless in such cases. This economic loss is expensive. Thoracoscopic needle biopsy is economic, but the technique is difficult and there is a risk of damage to important blood vessels when the needle penetrates deeper than is needed. Therefore, we developed forceps for thoracoscopic needle biopsy. We changed the tip shape of endoscopic grasping forceps, fixed a guide for inserting a biopsy needle and prevented the biopsy needle from going through the grasping extension for safety. We made 3 types of forceps, small, middle, and large sized forceps that could adapt the various sizes of tumors. We used the small forceps for 23 cases: the middle forceps for 13 cases; the large forceps for 7 cases; for a total of 43 cases, and succeeded in diagnosing 35 cases. The reason for failure in 6 cases using the small forceps was the exceeding softness of the lesion in 1 case, failure of rapid histodiagnosis in 1 case, and mal-adaptation between the forceps and tumor size in the remaining cases. The reason for failure in 2 cases using middle forceps was failure of rapid histodiagnosis in both cases. There was no complication due to biopsy. All bleeding after the puncture was quickly stopped. There was no dissemination or recurrence in the thoracic lumen. During surgery for palpable visible lung tumors with an uncertain histological diagnosis, thoracoscopic needle biopsy is very easy and economic. It is also useful for avoiding unnecessary lung lobectomy, and is a minimally invasive method, contributing to medical economy.